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Introduction

Martin Marietta Energy Systems will soon be issuing new personnel dosimeters
at four of their five Department of Energy (DOE) facilities:

o Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL or "X-10"), which performs a wide
range of energy-related research (- 5500 dosimeters per quarter),

o Oak Ridge Y-12 Plant ("Y-12"), which manufactures weapons subassemblies
(- 7500 dosimeters per quarter),

o Oak Ridge Gaseous Diffusion Plant (ORGDP or "K-25"), which was formerly
used for uranium enrichment but now has a wide range of programs (-
2500 dosimeters per quarter), and

o Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant (PGDP), which serves as a uranium
enrichment plant (- 2000 dosimeters per quarter).

The Piketon, Ohio uranium enrichment facility is not included in this dosimetry
upgrade program. This talk will focus on the ORNL perspective of this program,
especially the new beta-gamma dosimeter. Neutron dosimetry will be discussed
briefly.

The objective of this upgrade is to put in place a state-of-the art
personnel dosimetry system and to meet the recent DOE Laboratory Accreditation
Program (DOELAP) performance criteria. Processing such a large number of
dosimeters (- 75,000 per year) will require stringent quality controls.
Approximately 18,000 beta-gamma dosimeters are scheduled for issue in January,
1989. Separate neutron dosimeters will be issued to approximately 150 ORNL
personnel by mid-1989. These activities are planned to meet the December 14,
1989 DOELAP accreditation deadline.

*The author would like to acknowledge the assistance and guidance of the
following individuals in the development of this program and of this paper: A. B.
Ahmed, M. A. Buckner, D. S. Colwell, R. S. Lay, C. Liu, P. E. Shaver, C. S. Sims,
P. R. Smith, and all of the Harshaw/Filtrol (Engelhard) staff.
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ORNL has a wide range of radiation environments which make accurate
personnel dosimetry particularly difficult:

o Five reactors (two permanently shutdown)
o Ten accelerators
o Approximately 20 hot cells
o Numerous X-ray machines and other X-ray sources
o Source manufacturing (Sr, I, Cs, Gd, Cf + other transuranics)
o Fusion devices
o Wide range of research involving radiation or radioactive materials.

A wide variety of photon, beta-particle, and neutron energies are encountered.
Neutron dosimetry is particulary difficult since such a wide range of spectra are
encountered.

CEDS: The Centralized External Dosimetry System

The concept of a "processing center" and a "distribution center" were
developed to deal with the large volume of dosimeters. Energy Systems will have
two processing centers and four distribution centers. ORNL will process
dosimeters for ORNL and for ORGDP, while Y-12 will process dosimeters for Y-12
and for PGDP. This delineation will roughly balance the processing workload and
also groups the uranium processing facilities (Y-12 and PGDP) together.
(Although the facilities will be grouped together, each facility will utilize
site-specific algorithms for dosimeter interpretation.) This also allows meeting
the DOELAP backup processing capability requirement, since the two processing
centers are physically separated.

Figure 1 shows, from top to bottom, the new beta-gamma dosimeter/security
badge assembly, the neutron dosimeter assembly, the beta-gamma dosimeter
assembly, and the dosimeter opening tool. Figure 2 shows the construction of the
new beta-gamma dosimeter. Each dosimeter holder front has a clear window to
allow the dosimeter label, which is inserted from the rear, to show through.
Although it is not shown in Figure 1, a tamper-evident seal will be placed over
the opener-tool area of the dosimeter before issue. This "tamper tab" will be
color coded for each quarter to allow easy visual checking that a person has
exchanged their dosimeter. The dosimeter components (cards and holders) are also
color coded (blue = beta-gamma, red = neutron).

The beta-gamma dosimeter assembly is designed to measure dose equivalent at
depths of 7 mg/cmS 300 mg/cmS and 1000 mg/cm2, corresponding to the skin, lens
of eye, and whole body "organs". All elements are lithium flouride:

Table 1. Beta-Gamma Dosimeter Construction

Element Chip Thickness Filter Purpose
1 TLD-700 0.015" 1000 mg plastic Deep dose equivalent
2 TLD-700 0.015" 300 mg plastic+Cu X-ray discrimination
3 TLD-700 0.0036" 7.5 mg mylar Shallow dose equivalent
4 TLD-600 0.015" 300 mg plastic Lens dose equivalent
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e TLD-600 chip also serves as a neutron indicator and will be discussed further
below. Approximately 52,000 beta-gamma dosimeters comprise the current inventory
(- 2.5 dosimeters per person).

The 1000 mg/cm2 element has a teflon+plastic filter which is designed for
angular dependence, as shown in Figure 3. Radiation incident normally (at zero
degrees) on the chip "sees" an average density thickness of very nearly 1000
mg/cmS regardless of whether it reaches the left edge, center, or right edge of
the chip. This is true for all angles of incidence up to sixty degrees. The
beta window (element 3) also has a sixty degree field of view.

Figure 4 shows the neutron dosimeter construction. It is a relatively
simple paired TL0-600/TLD-700 arrangement, with one TLD-600/TLD-700 pair shielded
by cadmium. This provides for a degree of symmetry and also for gamma
compensation. The current inventory is approximately 600 neutron dosimeters.
Most of these will be used at ORNL since the other facilities have few neutrons.
A neutron dosimeter assembly, consisting of a beta-gamma and a neutron dosimeter,
will be issued to those personnel requiring neutron dosimetry.

Figure 5 shows the ORNL Dosimetry Laboratory, known locally as building
2008. It houses the ORNL Whole Body Counter and the TLD processing facilities.
(The "truck pad" shown at the top right is for the nitrogen truck and will be
shown in more detail later.) Figure 6 shows the layout of the TLD processing
lab. The dosimeters generally move in a left-to-right (bottom-to-top) fashion,
going through the TLD reader in the center of the room. This helps to keep the
dosimeters organized and is an additional quality assurance measure.

Figures 7, 8, and 9 show the Harshaw model 8800 TLD hot-gas TLD reader and
it's associated personal computer (PC) and uninterruptible power supply (UPS).
The reader has a logic input from the UPS that indicates when it is on standby
(battery) power. Upon sensing this signal, the reader halts processing after
completing the card currently in process. This feature is necessary since the
battery "holding time" is much shorter than the time needed to process an entire
magazine of dosimeter cards.

Figure 10 shows the nitrogen trailer used to supply the reader. It has a
capacity of about 35,000 ft3 of 99.997% pure (30 ppm total impurities) nitrogen.
No problems have been experienced with this supply, even though Harshaw
recommends that the total impurities not exceed 5 ppm 0£ and 5 ppm H2O (10 ppm
total). In practice, the tanks are not totally drained since the last fraction
tends to have the most moisture. In addition, teflon and stainless steel tubing
are used to help reduce moisture holdup in the lines. One trailer will last
approximately six weeks under relatively heavy use. The cylinder shed in the
right of Figure 10 is for conventional nitrogen cylinders that are used while the
nitrogen truck is being exchanged.



CEDS Computer Systems

Figure 11 shows the interconnections between the CEDS mifroVAX II, the TLD
readers (and their associated personal computers), and the corporate Occupational
Health Information System (OHIS) VAX. Each processing center has Digital
Equipment Corporation (DEC) VT-240 terminals and a LN03-J- laser printer connected
to the CEDS microVAX. The TLO readers are connected by an Ethernet/Broadband
communications system, using DEC software for file transfer. The data is
collected from the reader to it's local PC and then transferred via the Ethernet
to the microVAX. The two VAXes connected via DECNET.

There are a number of different CEDS databases used to track dosimeters,
dosimeter components, and related information:

o Holder tracking. Each holder has both a front and a back serial number
and both numbers are logged. The acceptance test results are also
recorded here, resulting in a "birth record" for each valid holder.

o Card tracking. Acceptance test results and "birth records" for this
dosimeter component are stored here.

o Exposure tracking. Planned calibration, quality control (QC), and
quality assurance (QA) dosimeter exposures are logged in this database
and given a unique serial number to establish traceability between CEDS
records and the calibration facility records. Figure 12 shows an
example of an exposure request form generated by CEDS.

o Card calibration. Element correction coefficients (ECCs) are generated
initially as part of the acceptance test and annually thereafter.
These are stored in this database and are used for trending an
individual card's results over time and for statistical analyses of the
card inventory.

o Dosimeter assignments. Each dosimeter assignment is recorded using the
holder serial numbers (front + back), the card number, the employee
number, and the date of assignment.

o Dose results. The algorithm-interpreted raw readings are stored, along
with an indication of which algorithm version was used to generate
these results.

o Reader calibration. The reader calibration factors (RCFs), in units of
mR/nC, are recorded for future reference.

o Reader quality control. The trending of a reader's RCFs over time is
an indication of system stability. Intercomparisons between different
readers is also performed, a necessity in a multi-site, multi-reader
system.

o QC card results. Quality control cards that have been exposed to known
radiation amounts can be interspersed with field cards during a read.
The reader and it's associated personal computer software compare the
results from these QC cards with operator-defined limits to determine
whether or not to continue processing. This provides a continuing
indication of reader functionality and stability.

o Glow curves. The glow curve filename for a particular read is recorded
for future reference. This allows easy access if the dosimeter results
are questionable.



These card and holder databases provide "life-cycle" tracking throughout a
component's lifetime:

o The "birth record", which shows the date the component was received,
the shipment number, and the results of all quality assurance
acceptance tests,

o The "usage records", which are the normal anneal, assign, read, and
(possibly) recalibrate,

o The "death certificate", which shows the reason and date the component
was removed from service.

The dosimeter components are identified with CODE 39 barcodes and are scanned
using laser barcode readers, as shown in Figure 13.

Holder Acceptance Tests

Each shipment of dosimeter holders is subjected to two phases of acceptance
testing. First, a visual inspection is made of each front and back to screen
obvious defects (missing filters, broken 0-rings, e t c . ) . Fronts and backs that
pass this test are paired and opened/closed at least once. Phase II acceptance
tests are performed on a statistical sample of those front/back pairs that passed
phase I testing. The protocol defined in MIL-STD-1O5D is used, with an
acceptable quality level of 5% and normal inspection. For example, a shipment of
10,000 holders will have a sample of approximately 125 holders pulled for phase
II testing. The results these more stringent phase II tests dictate whether the
entire shipment is either accepted or rejected:

o Weight. This is a fairly easy test to perform, and gives a surprising
amount of information. It is possible to determine, for example, if
two copper discs (element 2; see Figures 1 and 2) are present. This
would be difficult or impossible to determine by visual inspection.

o Light and water leaks. Film is used in place of the card to provide a
visual image of any light leakage through the holder, and pH-indicator
strips are used in conjunction with a mild acid immersion bath to
determine water resistance.

o Background count. A gamma-spectroscopy count is taken to determine
whether or not the holders themselves are radioactive.

o Beta window angle. Micrometer measurements, combined with geometric
formulas, are used to assure that the beta window has a viewing angle
of at least sixty degrees.

o Filter verification. Non-destructive tests are performed with a range
of X-ray techniques to visualize each filter. Calibrated step wedges
are used to provide an internal standard for each exposure. Figure 14
shows a typical film of the plastic filters X-ray verification test.
Similar films are produced for the mylar, copper, and teflon filters.

If the test results are acceptable, the holders are labeled with a barcode and
logged into the database in order to create a "birth record".



Card Acceptance Tests

A number of acceptance tests are performed on each card to ensure that it is
suitable for use:

o Serial number. This assures that the barcode identification is both
readable and unique,

o Gamma sensitivity. ECCs are developed for each chip in each card and
are referenced to a set of standard cards,

o Neutron sensitivity. The presence and position of the TLD-6C0 chip(s)
is verified by exposing the card to moderated " z C f neutrons on a large
lucite slab,

o Visual inspection. Each card is visually inspected on a light table to
eliminate any defective cards not previously screened out.

Beta-Gamma Algorithm

As shown in Table 1 and Figure 2, the beta-gamma dosimeter phosphor and
filters are nearly tissue equivalent. A full range of known pure-field exposures
were requested from Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratory to develop the initial
calibration factors. The algorithm calibration factors are close to unity, as
was expected. A second round of known mixed-field exposures was used to test the
initial assumption of superposition (additivity) of pure-field responses. A
third round of unknown exposures were used as a "blind test" and to provide an
opportunity to perform final "tuning" of the algorithm.

Figure 15 demonstrates the DRAFT beta-gamma algorithm performs well within
both current and planned DOELAP/NVLAP criteria. The element ratios are
degenerate (within experimental error) for 1 3 7Cs and the M150 and H150 X-rays, so
some bias is introduced in averaging these calibration factors for DOELAP
performance testing. Actual field algorithms for ORNL perform much better for
cesium, which is the most prevalent field exposure condition, and over-estimate
the less frequently-encountered X-rays.

Neutron Algorithm

The neutron algorithm is still under development at this time. Nine-to-
three inch Bonner sphere ratios will be used to determine the appropriate
spectral calibration factor to apply to the albedo dosimeter response. A full
range of area neutron spectral surveys set will provide area-specific calibration
factors.

A limited amount of neutron information is available from the TLD-600 chip
in position 4 of the beta-gamma dosimeter ca:J, This is intended to serve as a
neutron "indicator" rather than as a neutron dosimeter. It will help to descry
those individuals who have unexpectedly strayed into a neutron environment. It
is also useful for estimating the neutron dose equivalent when the neutron
dosimeter is either lost or damaged and for criticality accident dosimetry.



Quality Assurance

A number of quality assurance steps were put in place to early in the
implementation phase:

o A formal risk assessment defined those areas which required procedural
control.

o Acceptance tests were performed on each dosimeter component.
o Training programs were developed for dosimeter processors,

distributors, and users, as well as for maintenance personnel.
o Procedures and technical documentation were developed to assure the

uniformity and the technical basis for implementation activities.
o Blind audit programs (using dosimeters with names of deceased

individuals) by the distribution centers will test the continued
performance of the processing centers. Internal audits and OOELAP
assessments provide an intercomparison with other facilities.

Future Directions

Currently, ORNL is evaluating the possibility of using Harshaw's
computerized glow curve deconvolution (CGCD) program for routine dosimetry, which
offers a number of potential advantages:

o Determination of time since acute exposure.
o Greatly reduced fading via elimination of peaks 2+3 in LiF.
o Lower detection limits.

ORNL is also planning the construction of a new ALARA Program Support (ALPS)
facility. This facility would provide new TLD processing areas, with
temperature/humidity control, clean/backup power, nitrogen monitors, and
radiation monitors.

These and other programmatic upgrade efforts will provided the basis for
good personnel dosimetry programs and, thus, DOELAP accreditation.

DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States
Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their
employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi-
bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or
process disclosed, or repreac.rs that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer-
ence herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views
and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the
United States Government or any agency thereof.
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TLD-700 (.0035")
OPEN WINDOW
(SHALLCTW DOSS)

©
TLD-600 (.015")
.113" THK. ASS
(300 nvs/cr.2)
LENS OF EYE)

TLD-700 (.015")
.091" THK AES +

-.004." THK. Cu
(24-2 mg/c.T.2 ASS)
(X-RAY DISCRIMINATION)

O
TLD-700 (.015)
.04-0" THK. ASS +

•.162" THK. TEFLON
(!000 tr.q/cm2)
(DEEP DOSE)

BETA GAMMA CONFIGURATION

FIGURE 2
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TLD-700 (.015")
.113" ABS

TLD-700 (.015")
.026" ABS +
.018" CADMIUM

TLD-600 (.015)
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.026" ABS +
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NEUTRON CONFIGURATION
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7LD PROCESSING LAB

BUILDING 2006, ROOM 14, ORNL
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ORNL RADIATION STANDARDS LABORATORY

TLD IRRADIATION REQUEST FORM

Exposure Request Number: K12018802P

Requestor: RA CHIN
Facility: ORGDP
Charge Number: M61694 3

Building: 1007
Date: 12/01/88
Telephone: 6-1908

Number of Dosimeters to be irradiated - 97
Number of Transit cards - 1
Number of Calibration cards - 5

Irradiation Parameters:

Purpose of Exposure - ECC
Configuration
TLD Mount
Beam Geometry
Irradiation Source
Requested

Transit Numbers:
124237

Field Numbers:
124120 124144
109744 110036
124308 124283
124035 124455
124431 124447
124211 124217
124231 124166
124835 103480
120088 106255
125044 125039
125034 124510
124047 124055

Dose

124152
110915
124253
124067
124422
123970
124230
121236
124529
125037
123996
124071

Calibration Numbers:
111621 M9 124295

- Card
development
Only

- On Ring
- Panoramic
- Gamma CS137
- 567

124096
119679
124299
124219
124438
123965
124222
122674
125046
125038
124013
124078

124460

mR

124088
119790
124277
124463
124414
124310
124206
120776
125045
125035
124020

124169

124159
124318
124028
124439
124446
123975
124198
124542
125043
124060
124039

108959
124302
124293
124415
124195
124167
124190
124543
125041
125032
124062

111907
124246
124059
124423
124227
124191
101239
124545
124641
125036
124070

Comments:
Date of exposure;

FIGURE 12
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